
ABSTRACT

 

Background: 

Methodology: 

Results: 

Conclusion: 

The advent of COVID-19 in December, 2019 and its rapid progression to a pandemic has 

caused diverse health and economic challenges around the world. In order to mitigate this fast-spreading virus, 

the government of Nigeria imposed lockdown which further exacerbated the challenges already caused by the 

pandemic such as exhaustion of cancer drugs, difficulties in cancer drug production and distribution. This 

study aimed at identifying the presence of cancer drugs shortage due to COVID-19 lockdown, affected cancer 

drugs and the solutions proffered. 

This was a descriptive cross-sectional study carried out at an oncology center in northern 

Nigeria. Between March and June 2020, all patients receiving chemotherapy during the lockdown due to 

COVID-19 and were affected by cancer drug shortages were interviewed with a structured proforma when 

present for chemotherapy. Information on patient's personal data, clinicopathological characteristics, 

chemotherapy regimen, cancer drugs shortage experienced and solution proffered were obtained and data 

analyzed using Microsoft Excel sheet and result presented using simple tables. 

Sixteen of the 170 patients who had chemotherapy during the study period experienced drug 

shortages. Out of these patients, 4 had ovarian cancer followed by 3 patients each with cervical and lower limb 

cancer respectively. Cisplatin, Cyclophosphamide and Bevacizumab are the commonest drugs affected (5 

each). Exhaustion of cancer drugs in the hospital oncology pharmacy as the reason for the drug shortage 

affected all the patients, while exhaustion of cancer drugs from neighboring facility and break in the supply 

chain further affected 3 and 4 patients respectively. Outsourcing of cancer drugs was the solution for all patients 

(16) ab initio. The unavailable drug was substituted in 2 patients and the regimen continued without the 

unavailable drug in another 5 patients.

The COVID-19 lockdown in the study environment resulted in cancer drugs shortage and 

Cisplatin, Cyclophosphamide and Bevacizumab were most affected. The causes for these shortages were
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INTRODUCTION

he emergence of the new corona viral disease in 

Wuhan China late 2019 led to the nomenclature T
Corona virus disease 19 (COVID-19) by the world 

1Health Organization, (WHO).  Few months later, the 

Director General of the WHO declared COVID-19 as 

a pandemic with about 83, 179, 814 reported cases 
stacross over 110 countries and territories as at 31  

1December, 2020.  The first confirmed case of 
th 2COVID-19 in Nigeria was on the 27  February, 2020.  

Subsequently number of cases rose majorly in Lagos 

and Abuja most probably due to international travels, 

which led to the declaration of lockdown of non-

essential services and movements in the cities of 

Lagos, Ogun and Abuja by the Federal Government of 
th 2,3Nigeria on 30  march, 2020.  In an attempt to prevent 

the spread of the virus, the Kaduna state Government,  
thhad earlier on the 25  march, 2020 declared lockdown 

in the state with closing of its borders, an action that 

caused major activities and supplies in and out of the 
4state to be on stand still.

According to the United States Food and Drugs 

Administration (FDA), Drug Shortages can be 

defined as 'The period of Time when the demand 
5exceeds the supply of the drug'.  Drug shortages may 

be triggered by many reasons, such as inadequate 

quantities of raw materials, legislative, manufacturing, 

or procurement issues  and drug discontinuation from 
6,7the market.

There is paucity of literatures addressing cancer drugs 

shortage during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. 

However, with the lockdown at both the federal and 

state levels, grounding of local and international 

flights, the supply chain of various commodities and 

drugs was interrupted. As a result, patients faced 

series of challenges in accessing care, including 

treatment delays, drugs and other supplies shortages. 

According to Hishman A.B et al, in this new 

landscape, the cancer community is steering a 

difficult course amid several challenges: revisiting 

optimal standards of cancer care, facing persistently 

evolving shortages and acknowledging the 

paradoxical need to keep patients away from health 
8care facilities.  The article further suggested that 

drug shortages during COVID-19 lockdown could 

lead to the use of alternatives that may be less 

effective or may place patients at risk of developing 
8more adverse effects.  A drug shortage could also 

result in an increased risk of a drug overdose as a 

result of changing of drug brand with different 
9concentrations and strengths.  According to a study 

by the World Health Organization to assess the 

impact of COVID-19 pandemic on Non-

Communicable Disease (NCD) resources and 

services; the underlying causes for existing 

disruptions in NCD services vary across income 

groups with disruptions to transport, insufficient 

personal protective equipment (PPE), insufficient 

staff, unavailability / stock out of essential medicines 

and services impacting low- and lower-middle-
10income countries to a greater degree.

The rising number of cancer patients and the 

persistence of cancer drugs shortage and resultant 

Adewuyi et al.,

multifactorial with exhaustion of hospital stocks being the most significant causative factor. Delaying the 

administration of chemotherapy for a few days while the unavailable drug was sourced from neighboring facility 

were the main approach to resolving this problem.   

: COVID-19, Lockdown, Cancer drugs, Drugs shortageKeywords
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effects necessitated the need for concerted effort and 

collaboration amongst oncologists and pharmacists 

involved in managing cancer patients. This 

collaboration will enhance the best treatment options 

with resultant improved survival and less toxicities to 

therapy and the impact of drug shortage. 

The aim of this study is to establish the presence of 

cancer drug shortage due to COVID-19 lockdown, 

affected drugs and the remedies offered to the patients 

in Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital 

(ABUTH). A further study of the impact of the 

shortage on the outcome of the patients is ongoing.

This was a descriptive cross-sectional study carried 

out at the Radiotherapy and Oncology Department, 

Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital, Nigeria. 

The institution is a tertiary referral center for cancer 

patients located in Kaduna State in the North-west 

geopolitical zone and one of the designated centers as 

Center of Excellence for Oncology by the Federal 

Government of Nigeria. It included all histologically 

confirmed cancer patients receiving chemotherapy 

and or targeted therapy at the Chemotherapy unit of 
ththe department betwneen the period of 27  march, 

th2020 to 30  June, 2020 during the Lockdown by the 

Kaduna State and Federal Government of Nigeria due 

to COVID-19 pandemic. During the study period, 

consecutive patients seen experiencing drugs shortage 

irrespective of diagnosis, histology report, stage of 

disease and performance status were analyzed. The 

bio-data and all relevant clinical information were 

extracted using a structured proforma designed for the 

study. The sources of data were the departmental 

registry, oncology pharmacy registry, patients' case 

notes and interview of patients at every chemotherapy 

visit. A total of 170 patients came for cancer 

chemotherapy within the study period excluding the 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

with incomplete data. A total of 16 cancer patients 

were affected by cancer drugs shortages with 

complete data retrieved and analyzed. Clinical 

staging was based on general examination, results of 

investigations at presentation and findings at 

examination under anaesthesia (EUA). Stage of 

disease was considered early stage if there is no 

extension into adjacent structures or regional lymph 

node involvement; locally advanced if there is 

involvement of adjacent structures, regional lymph 

node involvement, inoperable, bilateral or 

widespread in the absence of distant metastasis; and 

metastatic stage if there is distant metastasis. 

The patients in this study included those referred 

from other clinical departments within the hospital 

and those referred from other hospitals within and 

outside the geopolitical zone. The histology reports 

from referring physicians were used for the study. 

Patients' information retrieved included age, sex, 

histology, site of cancer, stage of disease, aim of 

treatment, indications and types of chemotherapy 

regimen, affected drugs, reasons for drugs shortage 

and proffered solutions.

Data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel sheet and 

results presented in simple tables. 

Table i shows the sociodemographic and 

clinicopathological characteristics of the patients. A 

total of 170 patients (excluding the 2 patients with 

missing data) were on chemotherapy within the 

study period, out of which 16 experienced drugs 

shortage (9.4%). Analysis of the 16 patients revealed 

M: F = 1:1.7; median age 55.5 years and age range of 

24 – 74 years. Cancer of the ovary was the 

commonest cancer (4 patients) followed by cervical 

cancer and cancer of the lower limb with 3 patients 

each respectively. The disease was locally advanced 

in 10 patients and 5 patients have metastatic disease. 

RESULTS

Adewuyi et al.,
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Table 1: Showing Patients sociodemographic and clinicopathologic characteristics.  

Patients Characteristics
 

Frequency (n)
 

Percentage %
Age (Yrs)

 
21 –

 

30

 31 –

 

40

 
41 –

 

50

 

51 –

 

60

 

> 60

  

 1
 4

 2

 4

 
5

 

 6.25
 25.0

 12.5

 25.0

 
31.25

 
Sex 

 
Male

 

Female 

 

 
6

 

10

 

 
37.5

 

62.5

 

Cancer Type / Site

 

Gastric (Adenocarcinoma)

 

Mandible (Squamous Cell Carcinoma SCC)

 

Cervical (Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, SCC)

 

Scalp (angiosarcoma)

 

Rectal (Adenocarcinoma)

 

Mediastinal (Malignant Thymoma)

 

Lower limb Dermatofibrosarcoma, Fibrosarcoma, SCC)

 

Ovary (Serous Cystadenocarcinoma)

 

Lungs (Large Cell Carcinoma)

 

 

1

 

1

 

3

 

1

 

1

 

1

 

3

 

4

 

1

 

 

6.25

 

6.25

 

18.75

 

6.25

 

6.25

 

6.25

 

18.75

 

25.0

 

6.25

 

Stage of Disease at Presentation

 

Early

 

Locally advanced

 

Metastatic 

 

1

 

10

 

5

 

6.25

 

62.5

 

31.25
Aim of Treatment

Curative
Palliative 

11
5

68.75
31.25
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Table 2: Showing COVID-Induced drug shortages, reasons and remedies

Covid-Induced Drug Shortages, Reasons And Remedies Frequency N Percentage %

Type of Chemotherapy Regimen

Regimen        

     

Single

 

   

Combination 

 

Brand Type        

 

Branded 

 

 

Generic            

 
-

 

16

 

5

 

11

 
-

 

100.0

 

31.25

 

68.75

 

Indication for Chemotherapy

 

Neoadjuvant

 

Adjuvant

Definitive (for metastatic)

 

 

9

 

2

 

5

 

 

56.25

 

12.5

 

31.25

 

Chemotherapy Course affected

 

1stline

 

2nd line

3rdline

 

13

 

2

 

1

 

 

81.25

 

12.5

 

6.25

 

Chemotherapy Regimen used

 

Epirubicin / Cisplatin
 

Paclitaxel / Cisplatin
 

Carboplatin / Epirubicin / Cyclophosphamide 

Vincristin / Adriamycin / Cyclophosphamide (VAC) 

Capecitabine / Oxaliplatin 

5FU / Cisplatin
 
Cyclophosphamide/Vincristin/Adriamycin/Dacarbazine

  
Docetaxel / Carboplatin

 Gemcitabine / Carboplatin

 

 

1
 

5
 

1  

3  

1  

1
 

2
 

1

 1

 

 

6.25
 

31.25
 

6.25  

18.75  

6.25  

6.25
 

12.5
 

6.25

 6.25

 Targeted Therapy Used

 Bevacizumab 

 

 5

 

 31.25

 
Drugs affected by Shortage (Out of Stock)

 
Cisplatin

Epirubicin

 

Cyclophosphamide

 

Adriamycin

 

Vincristine

 

Oxaliplatin

 

Dacarbazine

Bevacizumab       

 
5

 

1

 

5

 

1

 

1

 

1

 

2

5

 
31.25

 

6.25

 

31.25

 

6.25

 

6.25

 

6.25

 

12.5

31.25

Cycles affected by Drugs shortage
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Cure was the aim of treatment in majority (11) of the 

patients.

Table ii shows COVID-Induced drugs shortages, 

indications, reasons for shortages and the remedies. 

Combinations of chemotherapy were prescribed for 

all the affected patients and 5 patients were prescribed 

targeted therapy in addition to their chemotherapy. 

Generic drugs were prescribed to 11 patients on 

chemotherapy and all patients receiving targeted 

therapy (5) were on branded drugs. The indication for 

the use of chemotherapy was as neoadjuvant in 

majority (9) followed by definitive (5) in metastatic 

disease. All patients prescribed targeted therapy had 

metastatic disease at presentation.

Cancer drugs shortage affected predominant patients 

on the first line chemotherapy (13) with only 3 patients 

receiving treatment beyond first line. Cisplatin, 

Cyclophosphamide and Bevacizumab are the most 

affected by COVID-19 lockdown with 5 patients 

affected each. This also mirrors the regimens as those 

containing these drugs (Cisplatin/ Paclitaxel, 

Bevacizumab, CYVADIC and VAC) were most 

affected. Patients already receiving chemotherapy and 

targeted therapy (16) were affected as none on first and 

last cycles of treatment were affected by the cancer 

drugs shortage.

The reasons for drug shortage were multifactorial as 

shown in table ii. Exhaustion of cancer drugs in the 

hospital oncology pharmacy store and that of 

neighboring facilities was the cause of cancer drug 

shortage in all the patients (16). Out of these, 3 patients 

were further affected after exhausting the stock in 

neighboring tertiary health institution. In the course of 

the protracted lockdown, 4 patients were affected due 

to break in the supply chain (interstate transport and 

importation).

Out sourcing of cancer drugs was the initial remedy 

for all the patients (16) and this led to delay of less than 

3 days in majority of the patients. Only 3 patients had 

more than 7 days delay before administering the 

cancer drugs due to interstate restrictions.  

Eventually, 7 patients completed the recommended 

cycle of treatment with substitution of the 

unavailable cancer drugs in 2 patients and 5 patients 

without the complete cancer drugs.

The declaration of COVID-19 as a pandemic and the 

resultant lockdown affects various aspect of human 

endeavours. It affected those already on treatment 

and the newly diagnosed cancer patients.

In this study, a total of 170 cancer patients came for 

cancer chemotherapy at the time of the lockdown 

with 16 patients affected by cancer drugs shortages 

accounting for 9.4% of the study population. The 

total number of patients on chemotherapy was 

reduced as the department was not receiving new 

patients due to COVID-19 pandemic restrictions 

during the study period. There were also changes in 

departmental operations, such as having a specific 

number of patients that can be seen each day and 

reducing number of clinical staff working and 

creating shift duties to limit the number of staff and 
11,12patients visiting the department.                  The 

proportion of patients who experienced drug 

shortage requiring cancer drug regimen changes or 

continuation without the affected cancer drug was 

worth noting during the COVID-19 lockdown 

period.

As shown in table i, the preponderance of females, a 

median age of 55.5 years and age range of 24-72 

years of the affected patients reflected the already 

established pattern in the study institution which 

shows that the median age of cancer in adult is 5 – 10 

years younger in this environment compared to the 
13-16pattern in developed countries.  There were more 

females affected by drug shortage. This reflects the 

DISCUSSION 

Adewuyi et al.,
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high proportion of cervical cancer in northern Nigeria 

and the high incidence and prevalence of 

gynaecological cancers as previously documented in 
13-16the study environment.  This high gynaecologic 

cancer prevalence also accounts for ovarian cancers 

(25%) followed by cervical cancers (19%) being the 

commonest cancers affected by cancer drug shortages 

(Table i).

Late presentation is the norm in the study environment 

due to confounding factors including lack of screening 

uptake, apathy for orthodox treatment, prevailing 
14,15poverty amongst others.  Most of the patients who 

experienced drug shortage had locally advanced and 

metastatic disease. This pattern is not uncommon in 

developing countries due to factors such as fear, 

misconception, misdiagnosis, ignorance and 

prolonged investigation that are obtainable in our 
14-18setting.  In this study; most of the patients affected 

by cancer drug shortage were having locally advanced 

disease followed by metastatic disease justifying the 

need for chemotherapy. As a result of this late and 

advanced stage disease, 31% of the patients were for 

palliative care. Despite this, the main aim of treatment 

was curative as most of the patients had locally 

advanced disease which can be cured with definitive 

surgery and or radiotherapy after being down staged 
19with neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Table ii revealed the various drugs and regimen 

affected by the drug shortage, reasons for the shortage 

and the remedies offered. In view of the pattern of 

presentation, stage of disease and the aim of treatment, 

all the patients were on combination chemotherapy 

and the indication for chemotherapy was neoadjuvant 

in majority (56%) so as to down stage the disease and 

render it amenable to surgery and or radiotherapy.

The policy of the oncology pharmacy is to stock both 

the branded and generic products due to prevailing 

poverty. Majority of the patients affected by cancer 

drug shortage were on generic which is cheaper than 

the branded. Presently, the targeted therapy 

bevacizumab (anti-VEGF) stocked in the pharmacy 

is branded as biosimilars is not yet available in the 

country. All the patients on targeted therapy have 

metastatic disease and treated according to standard 
19 protocol. The cancer drugs mostly affected include 

cisplatin, cyclophosphamide and bevacizumab. This 

mirrors the regimen used for most gynaecological 

cancers and soft tissue sarcomas using the regimens 

Cisplatin/Paclitaxel/Bevacizumab and  CYVADIC 
20, 21or VAC respectively.  The high demand of these 

chemotherapy regimens and the limited storage of 

Bevacizumab resulted in these cancer drugs being 

exhausted faster than other cancer drugs. This 

caused more patients with epithelial ovarian cancer 

to be affected by its shortage as the addition of 

bevacizumab to platinum and taxane based 

chemotherapy has now become the standard of care 
21for metastatic ovarian cancers.  

In the course of the lockdown, new patients did not 

present to the department because there was shut 

down of some aspect of the oncology clinic and 

preference was given to patients already on 

treatments. Similarly, bias was given in favour of 

those having only one cycle to complete the first line 

chemotherapy so as to enable them complete their 

treatment and proceed to the next phase of treatment, 

either definitive surgery or radiotherapy. Patients on 
nd rd2  and 3  line chemotherapy regimen were also 

given priority in getting their chemotherapy drugs 
stcompared to those on 1  line chemotherapy due to 

the burden of disease and worsening quality of life. 
stThis accounted for the high number of those on 1  

line chemotherapy being affected (81%). Those 
thpatients due for the 6  cycle were favoured and none 

of the patients was affected by drug shortage. 

Similarly, due to modifications of the oncology 

clinic, with reluctance to enroll new patients, no 
stpatient on 1  cycle was affected because prescription 

Adewuyi et al.,
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was subsequently tailored to drug availability in the 

pharmacy store. As a result, none on first and last 

cycles of chemotherapy treatment affected by cancer 

drugs shortage. Several reasons were identified in this 

study as responsible for cancer drug shortage. The 

most significant was the exhaustion of the hospital 

stocks. This is in keeping with a Jordanian study that 

identified lack of coordination in controlling 

inventory between medical stores, regional medical 

stores and health facilities as the cause of drug 
22 exhaustion especially in the public hospital. Efforts 

to restock the hospital pharmacy was further 

compounded by delay of payment to suppliers due to 

several factors affecting the financial institutions at 

that time such as closure of banks. Despite the reason 

for drug shortage being multifactorial as shown in 

table ii, exhaustion of cancer drugs in the hospital 

oncology pharmacy store and that of neighboring 

facilities were the major cause of drug shortage 

affecting all the patients (100%). Due to the protracted 

nature of the lockdown, there was further shortage due 

to break in the supply chain due to restriction of 

interstate movement and shut down of international 

airports which affected the transportation and 

importation of drugs affecting 25% of the patients. 

Even when drugs were sourced from alternate 

facilities outside the state, this remedy was faced with 

transportation challenges due to interstate movement 
2-4 restriction. Furthermore, the drug reserve from 

neighboring facilities also got exhausted due to high 

demand and inability to restock them. This is related to 

the effect of the pandemic which caused disruptions to 

domestic and international supply chains, as well as 

globally increased demand for medications, further 
2-5,22-24straining an already broken system.  This was the 

case in a global study done during the COVID-19 

pandemic which showed that drug shortage in Africa 

and Europe were mostly caused by limitations in drug 
25supply.

The challenges caused by these drug shortages were 

enormous necessitating precise management 

decisions regarding treatment of patients affected. 

Such decisions to remedy this include delay in 

administration of the cycle by a few days to make 

alternative sourcing of the drug. It can be noted that 

the delay was for short period as extended timeframe 

of drug shortage may increase the risk of patient 

deterioration, worsens the patient illness, postpone 

or cancel crucial surgical procedures, prolong the 
26hospital stay, and increase the rate of mortality.  

Cancer drug shortages have been shown to be more 

challenging in management decisions for cancer 

patients than other therapeutic areas as cancer drug 

alternative with equivalent supportive evidence may 
27 be lacking. Therefore, the treatment was continued 

without the unavailable drug when there was no 

substitute, pending when it becomes available.  In 

this study, the major remedy used to solve the 

immediate out of stock phenomenon was to source 

for the drugs in neighboring institutions in 

neighboring states which all the patients benefited 

from (100%). This was associated with some delays 

in patients receiving the chemotherapy as scheduled. 

Most of the patients had less than 3 days delay 

(75%). Five patients continue the regimen used 

without any substitution for the unavailable drugs 

(31%) and another two (12.5%) patients had their 

drugs substituted with available alternative. The 

affected drug was replaced with another drug of 

similar activity and efficacy. In our study, Cisplatin 

was replaced with carboplatin in regimes that had 
28, 29Cisplatin.  This was supported by the availability 

of diverse regimen available in literature for 
19common cancers which are effective.

The limitations in this study include the inability to 

capture patients unable to come to the hospital 

during the lockdown. A lot of the patients may have 

died at home without presenting in the hospital either 

Adewuyi et al.,
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due to the lockdown or fear of COVID 19 infections. 

Other limitations include the small study population 

and missing folders.

In this study, we identified cancer drug shortage 

being experienced by cancer patients receiving 

treatment in our facility. The cancer drugs most 

affected by the shortage were Cisplatin, 

Cyclophosphamide and Bevacizumab. The causes 

for these shortages were identified as being 

multifactorial with exhaustion of hospital stocks 

being the most significant causative factor. Delaying 

the administration of chemotherapy for a few days 

while the unavailable drug was sourced from 

neighboring facility was our major approach to 

resolving this problem. 
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